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Boosting effect of strong western pole of the Indian Ocean
Dipole on the decay of El Niño events
Jia Wu 1,2, Hanjie Fan1, Shuheng Lin 1,2, Wenxiu Zhong1,2, Shan He3, Noel Keenlyside 4,5,6 and Song Yang 1,2✉

The Indian Ocean Basin (IOB) mode is believed to favor the decay of El Niño via modulating the zonal wind anomalies in the
western equatorial Pacific, while the contribution of the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode to the following year’s El Niño remains
highly controversial. In this study, we use the evolution of fast and slow decaying El Niño events during 1950–2020 to demonstrate
that the positive IOD with a strong western pole prompts the termination of El Niño, whereas a weak western pole has no
significant effect. The strong western pole of a positive IOD leads to a strong IOB pattern peaking in the late winter (earlier than
normal), enhancing local convection and causing anomalous rising motions over the tropical Indian Ocean and sinking motions
over the western tropical Pacific. The surface equatorial easterly wind anomalies on the western flank of the sinking motions
stimulate oceanic equatorial upwelling Kelvin waves, which shoal the thermocline in the eastern equatorial Pacific and rapidly
terminate the equatorial warming during El Niño. However, a weak western pole of the IOD induces a weak IOB mode that peaks in
the late spring, and the above-mentioned cross-basin physical processes do not occur.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the characteristics and causes of ENSO decay has
received tremendous attentions in the climate research commu-
nity1–3 because the duration of El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) events varies substantially. This variation controls the
persistence of ENSO-associated teleconnections, which strongly
modulates global climate anomalies4–6. One of the most well-
known characteristics reported by previous studies is the
asymmetric decay of El Niño and La Niña, namely, the rapid
(slow) decay of El Niño (La Niña)7–9. Chen et al.10, however,
classified about 40% of the El Niño events during 1950–2020 as
slow decaying events, which deviated from the common knowl-
edge that El Niño usually terminates fast in the boreal summer
after peaking in winter. Thus, examining of the fast and slow
decaying El Niño events separately is essential to obtain a more
comprehensive understanding of the factors that contribute to
the termination of El Niño.
In recent years, the inter-basin interactions between various

oceans have been emphasized in elucidating the mechanisms for
El Niño decay11,12, especially the role of the Indian Ocean13–15.
Based on composite analyses of all El Niño events, previous
studies have revealed the importance of surface zonal wind
anomalies over the western equatorial Pacific in modulating El
Niño decaying processes16,17. Further investigations have indi-
cated that the Indian Ocean Basin (IOB) warming can induce
surface easterly wind anomalies over the western equatorial
Pacific18, which act to terminate El Niño via adjusting oceanic
dynamic processes19,20.
Researchers have also attempted to explore whether the Indian

Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode can affect the following year’s El Niño
by using observations and numerical model experiments21–23. A
positive IOD in autumn can perturb the Indo-Pacific Walker
circulation to generate surface westerly wind anomalies over the

western-central equatorial Pacific; and through the Bjerknes
feedback these lead to negative sea surface temperature (SST)
anomalies23,24. Although these surface westerly wind anomalies
relax when the IOD disappears, the negative SST anomalies can be
amplified persistently, thereby conducive to the development of
La Niña in the following year. However, Atmospheric General
Circulation Model (AGCM) experiments showed that no significant
wind anomalies occur in the western equatorial Pacific during the
IOD period25. This is presumably because the impacts from
the eastern and western poles of the IOD cancel26,27. To reconcile
the above-mentioned contradictory viewpoints, researchers com-
pared the IOD-IOB combined forcing experiments and pure IOB
forcing experiments; they revealed that the abrupt collapse of the
IOD eastern pole could facilitate the fast growth of IOB-caused
westerly wind anomalies in the western equatorial Pacific, leading
to a faster termination of El Niño28. While these interactions can
explain the negative correlation between boreal-autumn IOD and
ENSO in the following year, other researchers have suggested the
relationship is a statistical artifact of the ENSO cycle, which does
not provide additional predictability for the ENSO in the following
year22.
Despite many progresses, the impact of the IOD on El Niño

decay is not fully understood. First, it is still debatable whether the
IOD-ENSO relationship signifies a physical impact of the IOD on
the subsequent ENSO23,28, or if it is simply a mathematical
connection arising from the autocorrelation of ENSO22. Second,
Izumo et al.23,28 placed a greater emphasis on the role of the IOD
eastern pole, but paid less attention to the western pole, which
was suggested to counteract the impact of the eastern pole25. In
addition, the intensity and coverage area of the both poles are not
always similar to each other29–32. Yet, few analyses have been
conducted to identify the possible effect of the western pole.
Third, earlier studies primarily relied on composite analyses of all
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El Niño events to examine the associated physical processes for
how an IOD induces zonal wind anomalies in the western
equatorial Pacific33,34. However, this approach may blur valuable
clues due to the inclusion of both fast and slow decaying El Niño
events.
In this study, we revisit the impact of the IOD on El Niño decay,

by focusing on diverse states of the western and eastern poles of
the IOD during fast and slow decaying El Niño events. Most of the
published studies discussed the impacts of the IOD or the IOB on
El Niño decay separately; we seek to provide a more comprehen-
sive understanding of the combined impact of these two Indian
Ocean modes on El Niño decay. Specifically, building on the
consensus of the predominant fuel effect of the ENSO on the
development of the IOB35–37, we propose a modulation effect of
the IOD, especially the western pole as the precursor background
of the IOB, on the strength and peaking phase of the IOB and the
subsequent El Niño decay.

RESULTS
Discrepancies between fast and slow decaying El Niño events
As previously documented38, El Niño usually reaches its peak in
the boreal winter and turns into La Niña in the following summer
(Fig. 1a, purple curve). We identify fast decaying (FD) and slow
decaying (SD) El Niño events based on the temporal evolution of
Niño-3.4 SST anomalies during 1950–2020 (Fig. 1), through
comparing the difference in Niño-3.4 index between the peaking
winter and the decaying summer (June–July–August (JJA)) and
checking if the JJA Niño-3.4 SST anomalies in the decaying year
decline to non-ENSO state. Fifteen FD cases and ten SD cases are
clearly distinguished by the classification criteria (Fig. 1b; detailed
criteria in the “Methods” section). Compared to the composite
evolution for all El Niño events, the composite time series of FD
and SD El Niño events evolve almost synchronously during the
developing phase. However, during the decaying phase the FD
events experience a phase transition before May, whereas the
composite Niño-3.4 index for SD events remains positive in the
year following its peak phase (Fig. 1a, orange and blue curves).
The spatial distribution of composite SST anomalies provides a

clearer picture of the evolution of FD and SD El Niño events
(Fig. 2). The warm SST anomalies in the central-eastern tropical
Pacific gradually increase from autumn to winter of the develop-
ing year (Fig. 2a–c, g–i). During the development stage, there are
no significant differences in the FD and SD composites over most

central-eastern equatorial region (Fig. 2m–o). In contrast, a clear
distinction between the composite FD and SD patterns emerges
during the decaying phase (Fig. 2p–r). For FD El Niño, negative SST
anomalies first appear on the eastern edge of the equatorial
Pacific during March–April (1) (Fig. 2d) and then extend westward
gradually (Fig. 2e). In the late summer of the decaying phase
(July–August (1)), statistically significant La Niña-like SST anomalies
are present in the central-eastern tropical Pacific (Fig. 2f). On the
contrary, during SD El Niño events the positive SST anomalies still
dominate over the central-eastern tropical Pacific until
July–August (1), although there are signs that the anomalies are
declining in the eastern tropical Pacific (Fig. 2j–l).
Previous studies have emphasized that the subsurface ocean

developing states of El Niño generally influence subsequent
evolution of El Niño39,40. Therefore, we investigate the difference
in the subsurface ocean states between FD and SD El Niño events
before the decaying phase, using the Ocean Reanalysis System 5
(ORAS5) dataset during 1958–2020 (Fig. 3). There are few
statistically significant differences between FD and SD El Niño
events in the central-eastern equatorial Pacific before the
developing years (left panel in Fig. 3) and during the developing
years (middle panel in Fig. 3), whereas the differences during the
decaying years are much larger (right panel in Fig. 3). These results
indicate that the developing states of FD and SD El Niño events
themselves are not responsible for their different decaying rates.
Thus, it is likely that external factors play crucial roles in
determining the decaying phases.
As shown in Fig. 2n–r, significant differences in the SST

anomalies between FD and SD El Niño events are found in the
subtropical northeastern Pacific after November. Compared to the
FD events, the positive SST anomalies in the subtropical north-
eastern Pacific during the SD cases (Fig. 2h–l) can spread
equatorward and slow down the decay speeds of SST anomalies
over the equatorial Pacific, via the seasonal footprinting (SF)
mechanism10. Although we recognize the importance of these
subtropical variations, a detailed exploration of these subtropical
differences has not been provided because the primary focus of
our study lies in the investigation to the Indian Ocean impact.

Evolution features of Indian Ocean SST anomalies
Here, we examine the characteristics of the Indian Ocean
evolution starting from the El Niño developing autumn, as this
season typically coincides with the peaking phase of the IOD. For

Fig. 1 Monthly evolution of Niño-3.4 index for all El Niño (purple), fast decaying (FD; orange) El Niño, and slow decaying (SD; blue) El
Niño. a The thick curves and shading represent the average and spread of the indices, respectively. b The solid curves denote individual FD
(orange) and SD (blue) events. “0” and “1” on the abscissa refer to the developing and decaying years of El Niño events, respectively.
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FD El Niño, an IOD with positive SST anomalies in the western
tropical Indian Ocean and negative SST anomalies in the eastern
tropical Indian Ocean peaks in September–October (0) (Fig. 2a).
The intensity and spatial coverage of the SST warming in the
western Indian Ocean are remarkable and much larger than those
of the SST cooling in the eastern Indian Ocean. However, there is a
weak IOD mode with comparable SST anomaly amplitude and
extension in the eastern and western poles during SD El Niño,
although it also peaks in September–October (0) (Fig. 2g).
Previous studies have indicated that both ENSO and local air-

sea interaction strongly affect the initiation and evolution of
different IOD types41. Moreover, Jiang et al.32 indicated that the
South Asian summer monsoon could also contribute to different
types of IOD. Specifically, a strong western (eastern) pole of the
IOD is associated with a weak (strong) South Asian summer
monsoon (SASM), while the comparable western and eastern
poles develop without apparent SASM anomalies. A more

comprehensive analysis about the relative contributions of these
factors is valuable, which should be addressed in the future work.
In November–December (0) during FD El Niño, there are few and

insignificant signals in the eastern tropical Indian Ocean (Fig. 2b).
Subsequently, the SST anomalies gradually grow into the positive
IOB mode, which peaks in January–February (1) (Fig. 2c) and
almost disappears in July–August (1) (Fig. 2f). This is a deviation
from the typical IOB evolution, which is characterized by a peak
around spring that persists into summer42. During SD El Niño, after
the weak IOD decays in November–December (0) (Fig. 2h), the IOB
pattern develops until January–February (1) (Fig. 2i), reaches its
peak in May–June (1) (Fig. 2k), and persists throughout the entire
summer (Fig. 2l). Overall, this suggests that an IOD with a stronger
(weaker) western pole in FD (SD) El Niño events is followed by a
stronger and earlier-peaking (weaker and later-peaking) IOB mode.
Because the termination of IOD is manifested as the vanishing

of SST cooling in the IOD eastern pole but the SST warming still

Fig. 2 Evolution of SST anomalies. Composite patterns of 2-month mean SST anomalies (shading; units: °C) for FD El Niño (a–f), SD El Niño
(g–l), and differences between FD and SD El Niño (m–r) events from the developing phase to the decaying phase. Stippling indicates areas
exceeding the 95% confidence level.
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maintains in the western Indian Ocean (Fig. 2b, h), the western
pole of IOD is the initial state of the following IOB development.
The IOD western pole in FD El Niño is stronger than that in SD El
Niño. This phenomenon prompts us to check whether such an
earlier-peaking IOB in FD El Niño is due to its faster growth or the
pre-existing stronger IOD western pole. We first investigate the
growth speed of the IOB mode by calculating the tendency of SST
anomalies (Fig. 4). The tendency is calculated using the central
time difference scheme based on the monthly time series (e.g., the
tendency in September is computed by subtracting the SST
anomalies in August from those in October, and then dividing the
difference by 2). From September (0) to February (1), the tendency
of SST anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean is non-uniform in
space, but it shows the transformation from the IOD to the IOB for
both FD and SD El Niño events (Fig. 4a–c, g–i). It is noteworthy
that there are no statistically significant differences in the
tendency of SST anomalies between FD and SD El Niño events
in most tropical Indian Ocean regions (Fig. 4m–o). In some regions,
the differences (FD minus SD) are negative, meaning that the
growth rates of the IOB-related SST anomalies in the FD events
may be equal to or slightly slower than those in the SD events.
To quantitatively contrast the IOD and IOB developments

during FD and SD El Niño events, we consider the composite
evolution of Niño-3.4, IOD, and IOB indices and their tendencies
(Fig. 5). From the boreal summer to winter in the El Niño
developing year, the IOD indices in FD and SD cases display
almost synchronous evolutions (Fig. 5b, e). However, there is a
considerable difference in the peak amplitude of the IOD index,

which is mainly attributed to the stronger and broader western
pole of the IOD in FD events (Fig. 2a, g). The IOB pattern in FD El
Niño is stronger and shows earlier-peaking than that in SD El Niño
(Fig. 5c). Interestingly, from October (0) to February (1) when the
IOB develops most rapidly, the tendency of the IOB index in FD El
Niño is comparable to that in SD El Niño (Fig. 5f). In October
(0)–December (0), the tendency of the IOB index in FD El Niño
even becomes smaller, although only slightly, than that in SD El
Niño. Based on the above analysis, we can infer that the stronger
and earlier-peaking IOB in FD El Niño is caused by the initial
stronger and broader warm western pole of the IOD, rather than
by the faster growth rates of the IOB.
Further analysis indicates that about 88% of the strong IOD

western poles (7 in 8) develop into stronger and earlier-peaking
IOB, while 69% of the weak western poles (9 in 13) result in late-
peaking IOB (Supplementary Fig. 1). Moreover, there are four
events with a moderate IOD western pole, where the difference
between the intensity of their IOD western poles and the mean
intensity is less than 0.1, and three-fourths of them are also
followed by stronger and earlier-peaking IOB. The above results
further affirm the significant contribution of the IOD western pole
to IOB development.
Combined with the previously proposed IOB impacts on El Niño

decay noted in the introduction, one would naturally associate the
divergent decaying paces of FD and SD El Niño events with the
differences in intensity and spatial distribution of the eastern and
western poles of the IOD. These effects may not be facilitated
directly by the physical impacts of the IOD itself, but indirectly

0

Fig. 3 Difference in ocean potential temperature anomalies between FD and SD El Niño. Depth–longitude cross-sections in the tropics
(3°S–3°N) of the differences in composite anomalies of 2-month mean ocean temperature (shading; units: °C) between fast and slow decaying
El Niño events before the developing years (a–f), during the developing years (g–l), and during the decaying years (m–r) based on the ORAS5
dataset for 1958–2020. Stippling denotes the significant values at the 95% confidence level.
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through favoring a stronger and earlier-peaking IOB that is more
conducive to El Niño decay. We will show evidence for this
speculation next.

Associated physical mechanism for IOD impact on El
Niño decay
To explore the physical mechanisms behind the influence of the
IOD on El Niño decay, we show composite anomalies of
precipitation and 850-hPa winds for FD and SD El Niño events,
and the differences between composite FD and SD patterns
(Fig. 6). We also show the composite equatorial zonal vertical
circulation anomalies (Fig. 7). For FD El Niño, rainfall increases over
the western tropical Indian Ocean but decreases over the eastern
tropical Indian Ocean when the IOD peaks in September–October
(0), accompanied by lower-level easterly wind anomalies over the
equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 6a). However, the western equatorial
Pacific is still dominated by the westerly wind anomalies that are
conducive to the persistence of El Niño. The westerly wind
anomalies also present in the SD composite pattern (Fig. 6g); and

there is essentially no statistically significant difference in wind
field over the western equatorial Pacific between FD and SD cases
(Fig. 6m), suggesting that there is little direct influence of the IOD
on El Niño decay during September–October (0).
Based on the results in section “Results,” namely, the IOD with a

stronger western pole can lead to a stronger and earlier-peaking
IOB, we now investigate whether the IOD with a stronger western
pole can accelerate the termination of El Niño by regulating the
development of the IOB. During November–December (0) when
the weak SST anomalies of the IOD eastern pole in FD El Niño
disappear, the large positive SST anomalies of the western pole
stretch across the entire eastern tropical Indian Ocean (Fig. 2b).
This is associated with enhanced convective activity over the
entire tropical Indian Ocean (Fig. 6b). Correspondingly, the
anomalous ascending motions are located in the equatorial Indian
Ocean (Fig. 7c, d). Besides, the anomalous descending motions
emerge over the western equatorial Pacific, which is out of phase
with the circulation variation in the tropical Indian Ocean. These
results indicate that the positive rainfall anomalies over the Indian

Fig. 4 Evolution of SST anomaly tendency. Same as Fig. 2, but for the tendency of SST anomalies (units: °C month−1).
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Fig. 5 Evolution of Niño-3.4, IOD and IOB indices. a–c Composite patterns of 3-month running mean a Niño-3.4 index, b IOD index, and c IOB
index for all El Niño (EN; purple line), FD El Niño (green line), and SD El Niño (blue line). d–f Same as (a–c), but for the tendency of the indices.

Fig. 6 Evolution of rainfall and horizontal wind anomalies. Same as Fig. 2, but for rainfall anomalies (shading; units: mm day−1) and 850-hPa
wind anomalies (vector; units: m s−1). Only the wind vectors with wind speed significantly exceeding the 95% confidence level are plotted.
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Ocean can induce an anomalous Walker circulation with rising
motions over the equatorial Indian Ocean and sinking motions
over the western equatorial Pacific (Fig. 7c, d). Because the sinking
center of anomalous Indo-Pacific Walker circulation during
November–December (0) shifts eastward compared to that during
September–October (0) (Fig. 7c, d vs. Fig. 7a, b), the lower-level
easterly wind anomalies over the western flank of the sinking
regions can invade the western equatorial Pacific. In the peaking
phase of the IOB during January–February (1), these easterly wind
anomalies intensify and extend further eastward (Fig. 6c), which

can excite the eastward-propagating oceanic upwelling Kelvin
waves17. These waves shallow the thermocline depth in the
eastern tropical Pacific to terminate El Niño, as demonstrated
previously16,43.
Note that the IOB-induced rainfall (Fig. 6d–e) and Walker

circulation (Fig. 7f) anomalies almost dissipate after winter, despite
the occurrence of the positive SST anomalies in the tropical Indian
Ocean. The rainfall anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean during
March–April (1) are characterized by a weak north-south dipole,
with negative (positive) rainfall anomalies to the north (south) of

Fig. 7 Evolution of zonal vertical circulation anomalies. Composite patterns of 8°S–8°N averaged vertical velocities (shading; units:
5 × 102 Pa s−1) and zonal vertical circulation anomalies (vector; units: m s−1) for FD El Niño (a–f), SD El Niño (g–l), and the differences between
FD and SD El Niño (m–r) events. Stippling and Black vectors indicates anomalous vertical velocities and wind speeds significantly exceeding
the 95% confidence level, respectively.
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the equator (Fig. 6d), which is consistent with previous
findings44,45. It has been argued that such dipole rainfall
anomalies rarely affect the atmospheric circulation over the
western tropical Pacific45. Furthermore, the reinforced convective
activity during July–August (1) (Fig. 6f) is not caused by the IOB
because the IOB has vanished by that time (Fig. 2f). Nonetheless,
the IOB-induced easterly wind anomalies over the western
equatorial Pacific during winter can continue to amplify, and
extend eastward via local positive feedback after March (1) (Fig.
6d–f), thus providing a continuous boost to El Niño decay. From
spring to summer, the climatological northwestern Pacific
monsoon trough, often associated with deep convection, is
located in the northern periphery of these easterly wind anomalies
(Fig. 8a–c). The lower-level anomalous anticyclonic flow associated
with these easterly anomalies can suppress the convection over
the monsoon trough regions (Fig. 6d–f). Then, the decreased
convective activity over the western tropical Pacific in turn
enhances the lower-level anticyclonic anomalies that facilitate
the maintenance and enhancement of easterly wind anomalies
over the western Pacific. In addition, during May–June (1) the
enhanced east-west SST gradient due to the occurrence of
negative SST anomalies over the eastern equatorial Pacific (Fig. 2e)
further reinforces easterly wind anomalies and extends them
eastward via the Bjerknes positive feedback46.
For SD El Niño, the weak IOD with comparable SSTA amplitude

in the eastern and western poles also fades away during
November–December (0), but the weak and insignificant SST
anomalies in the western pole cannot provide sufficient warm SST
background to accelerate the developing process of the IOB.
Therefore, the strength of the IOB in SD El Niño is weaker and
peaks later than that in FD El Niño (Fig. 2, middle panel). Even

though the IOB can persist into late summer, there are no
statistically significant signals of rainfall and atmospheric circula-
tion over the Indian Ocean to connect with the wind variation in
the western equatorial Pacific (Figs. 6g–l and 7g–l). Additionally,
the westerly wind anomalies over the western equatorial Pacific
sustain from the peaking winter to the decaying summer
(Fig. 6g–l), suggesting that the Indian Ocean SST variation in SD
El Niño seem to exert little effect on circulation changes over the
western tropical Pacific. Focusing on the difference between FD
and SD El Niño events, the results clearly show that the easterly
wind anomalies gradually intrude into the western tropical Pacific
during November–December (0), and then further strengthen and
extend eastward, which are caused by an eastward shift of the
Indo-Pacific Walker circulation anomalies originating from the
strong rising motions over the Indian Ocean in FD El Niño (right
panels in Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION
This study is aimed at understanding the relationship between the
IOD mode and El Niño decay. There is a statistically significant
correlation between the boreal-autumn IOD and ENSO at lags
9–14 months23; and previous studies attempted to explore the
potential physical mechanisms responsible for this statistical
relationship. However, the mechanisms are still controversial25,28.
Moreover, Jiang et al.22 proposed that the lagged IOD-ENSO
correlation was merely a mathematical manifestation of ENSO
autocorrelation and did not provide any additional information for
ENSO prediction.
By analyzing observed FD and SD El Niño events, we

demonstrate that the IOD indeed exerts a physically meaningful
influence on El Niño decay, rather than merely exhibiting a
statistical correlation with the ENSO in the following year.
Specifically, based on the previously proposed effect of El Niño
in promoting IOB warming, our study suggests that the key factor
determining the strong and earlier-peaking IOB mode for FD El
Niño is the preceding IOD with a strong and broad western pole
(Fig. 9). Due to the similar Pacific warming and the related effect
on the Indian Ocean during FD and SD El Niño events, the growth
rates of the IOB are comparable for FD and SD El Niño events from
November (0) to February (1). However, the IOD events in the
autumn (September–October–November (SON)) of the develop-
ing years of FD and SD El Niño events are different, which provide
different preconditions for the subsequent IOB development. For
the IOD associated with FD El Niño, the warming of the western
pole is strong, but the cooling of the eastern pole is weak. With
such preconditions, the IOB can develop earlier into one with
strong amplitude. This IOB in FD El Niño efficiently modulates the
Walker circulation over the Indo-Pacific Ocean. Then, the resultant
lower-level easterly wind anomalies over the western equatorial
Pacific excite eastward propagation of downwelling Kelvin waves,
thereby accelerating the termination of El Niño. In contrast, the
IOD associated with SD El Niño, characterized by a weak western
pole, does not provide favorable conditions for the development
of the IOB. Consequently, the IOB in SD El Niño is weak and peaks
later in early summer (April–May–June (AMJ)). As a result, the IOB
in SD El Niño cannot induce the same physical processes as that in
FD El Niño, allowing the positive SST anomalies over the central-
eastern tropical Pacific to persist until the entire summer (JJA).
Therefore, the effect of the IOD on different decaying paces of

El Niño is not direct via the physical impact of the IOD itself, but
rather indirectly through providing preconditions that favor
stronger and earlier-peaking IOB. The combined effect of the
IOD and IOB has been recognized previously28,47. Izumo et al.28

emphasized that the abrupt demise of the IOD eastern pole was
conducive to the faster development of the surface easterly wind
anomalies (induced by IOB warming) over the western equatorial
Pacific, compared with the sole effect of the IOB. Ha et al.48 also

Fig. 8 Characteristics of climatological relative vorticity. Climato-
logical 2-month mean values of 850-hPa relative vorticity (shading;
units: 10−6 s−1) during March–April (a), May–June (b) and
July–August (c).
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suggested that the faster IOD decay and the subsequent
predominant IOB contributed to the rapid termination of El Niño.
However, our analysis indicates that the IOD patterns in FD and SD
El Niño events display almost simultaneous transition paces
toward the IOB. Instead, there are huge differences in the intensity
and coverage of the two poles of the IOD, which previous studies
have not taken into account due to the mix of FD and SD El Niño
events. Therefore, to enhance our understanding and prediction
of El Niño decay, it is necessary to pay more attention to the state
of the IOD, especially the western pole.
To confirm our results, we also tried to use a much larger

sample size of long-term simulations from phase 6 of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) models. Unfortunately, the
observed IOD with a stronger and broader western pole in FD El
Niño is not well captured by the historical multi-model ensemble
mean of the simulations. Instead, the simulated FD El Niño events
accompany with an IOD with the stronger cooling in the eastern
pole than the warming in the western pole, and even an excessive
westward extension of the equatorial Indian Ocean cooling (figure
not shown). The simulated IOD in SD El Niño also tends to have a
stronger eastern pole than the western pole. This highlights the
significant lack of realism in IOD simulations by the CMIP6 models,
at least those analyzed in our study (24 models).
In this regard, the study by Li et al.49 suggested that most CMIP5

climate models exhibit mean state biases in the Indian Ocean that
resemble the interannual IOD mode observed. Specifically, the
simulated climatological equatorial westerly winds over the Indian
Ocean are too weak relative to the observed, accompanied by
excessive (insufficient) SST and subsurface ocean temperature in
the western (eastern) Indian Ocean. More importantly, these
biases can be amplified through a positive Bjerknes feedback
during the boreal autumn. The excessively shallow thermocline
depth in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean allows subsurface
variability to strongly influence the SST here. Consequently, during
El Niño the overly strong thermocline-SST feedback in the eastern
Indian Ocean causes an overestimated amplitude of interannual
variability of the IOD mode. It has also been shown that the IOD

simulations in the CMIP6 are persistently overly strong as in the
CMIP5, and the models with lower climatological SST in the
eastern Indian Ocean tend to yield a stronger IOD50.
These analyses imply that the overly strong IOD in model

simulations is likely to result in an excessively strong cooling in the
eastern tropical Indian Ocean due to the overly strong
thermocline-SST feedback in the eastern Indian Ocean, although
this aspect has not been emphasized. This feature is consistent
with our analysis results based on CMIP6 multi-model ensemble
mean of the historical simulations, which show that the cooling of
IOD eastern pole is stronger than the warming of the western pole
in both FD and SD El Niño events. The mean state biases in the
climate models not only influence the simulated IOD variability,
but also potentially affect the following IOB development51 and
ENSO evolution. Hence, it would be useful to assess how these
biases influence El Niño decay in climate models. Furthermore,
since accurate simulations of the amplitude and coverage of the
two poles of the IOD are crucial for understanding the relationship
between the Indian Ocean and ENSO, it is necessary to pay more
attention to the reduction of the simulated mean state cold biases
in the tropical Indian Ocean in order to obtain dependable
predictions of ENSO evolution.

METHODS
Datasets
The monthly mean datasets used in this study include: (1) the SST
data (2° × 2°) from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed SST version 5
(ERSSTv5)52; (2) the atmospheric reanalysis data (1° × 1°) from the
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA5 reanalysis53; (3) the precipitation data (2.5° × 2.5°) from the
global precipitation reconstruction data (PREC)54; and (4) the
ocean reanalysis datasets (1° × 1°) from the ECMWF ORAS5 from
1958 to 202055. The analysis period of the above-mentioned data
is from 1950 to 2020, unless otherwise specified.

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram illustrating the influence of strong western pole of the IOD on ENSO decay. Characteristics of SST anomalies and
SST anomaly tendency in the tropical Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean are shown in figures with red and blue frames, respectively.
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Methods
Following the NOAA Climate Prediction Center, an El Niño event is
identified when the three-month running mean Niño-3.4 index
(area-averaged SST anomalies in 170°–120°W, 5°S–5°N)56 exceeds
0.5 °C for 5 consecutive months or longer. To classify fast and slow
decaying El Niño events, two criteria are conducted. One is that
the difference in the Niño-3.4 index between the peak season and
the following summer (JJA) is larger than 1 °C. The other is that the
JJA Niño-3.4 index in the decaying year is smaller than or equal to
0.2 °C to ensure the recovery of the non-El Niño state. The cases
that meet the two criteria are classified as FD El Niño events;
otherwise, they are the SD events. The JJA Niño-3.4 SST anomalies
in1983 were approximately equal to 0.3 °C, but the difference
described by the first criterion was much larger than 1 °C. The
peak intensity of the El Niño in 2004 was small (0.7 °C), and failed
to satisfy the first criterion. However, the tropical Pacific already
turned into a normal state in the summer of the decaying year.
Therefore, these two cases are also defined as FD El Niño events.
Note that the category of these two cases does not change our
main results. Fifteen FD cases and ten SD cases are identified for
the period from 1950 to 2020 (see Table 1). It should be cautioned
that there exist several consecutive El Niño events (1957–1959,
1968–1970, 1976–1978, 1986–1988, and 2014–2016) during
1950–2020. We have also conducted an analysis excluding these
events (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) to examine the potential
uncertainty. The consistent finding from this additional analysis
affirms the robustness of our main conclusions.
The IOD index is defined as the difference in SST anomalies

between the IOD western pole region (50°–70°E, 10°S–10°N) and
eastern pole region (90°–110°E, 10°S–0°)57. The IOB index is
derived from the area-averaged SST anomalies in the tropical
Indian Ocean (40°–100°E, 20°S–20°N)58. We also apply the EOF
analysis on the Indian Ocean SST anomalies in the region of
40°–120°E, 20°S–20°N to identify the IOD and IOB modes59, and
the main conclusions remain the same. The statistical significance
of the results obtained is evaluated by using the two-tailed
Student’s t test.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The ERSSTv5 and PREC monthly rainfall datasets were downloaded from the NOAA
(https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.ersst.v5.html and https://psl.noaa.gov/
data/gridded/data.prec.html). The ORAS5 datasets can be obtained from https://
cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/10.24381/cds.67e8eeb7?tab=overview.
The ERA5 and CMIP6 datasets are publicly available online (https://
cds.climate.copernicus.eu/#!/search?text=ERA5&type=dataset and https://esgf-
node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/).

CODE AVAILABILITY
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